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INTRODUCTION
The course charted by China’s reemergence as a great power over the next few decades represents the
primary strategic challenge for the U.S.-Japan security alliance and for the East Asian security landscape
writ large. If China’s economic, military, and geopolitical influence continues to rise at even a modest
pace during this period, we will witness the largest shift in the global distribution of power since the rise
of the United States in the late 19th and early 20th Centuries. And, if China in the next 10-15 years
surpasses the United States in purchasing power parity (PPP) terms as the world largest economy, it will
mark the first time in centuries that the world’s economic leader will be non-English speaking, nonWestern, and non-democratic.
Of course, these are some pretty big ifs. To stay on the path toward realizing this new global balance of
power, China’s leaders will have to successfully navigate the many challenges they face both at home
and abroad. They will have to demonstrate sufficient foresight and flexibility to respond to immediate
tactical concerns while always staying mindful of their geostrategic long game. They will have to prove
that China’s political and economic rise will be as sustainable over the next thirty years as it has been
over the last third of a century, even though the task they are confronting now arguably is much more
complex than that faced by their predecessors. They will have to craft a workable strategic framework
for channeling the country’s growing wealth and power in a way that facilitates China’s return to the
dominant position in East Asia without sparking conflict with their neighbors or, more importantly, with
the United States. And they must find an answer to the nagging question of what type of great power
China wants to be in terms of whether or not to adhere to long-established global rules of the game that
they had no hand in shaping.
Against this backdrop, finding a means to navigate these challenges in a way that avoids war and
promotes sustained regional—and ultimately global—economic growth is essential to assuring stability
and prosperity in Asia into the future. Successfully establishing a favorable balance of power in East Asia
will be impossible, however, without a clearer understanding of the fundamental underpinnings and
trajectory of China’s foreign policy and security strategies toward the region under the new Chinese
leadership that took power just over a year ago. For the regional countries, getting China right will be
essential to determining how they can contribute both individually and collectively to keeping Asia safe
and prosperous in a period of great uncertainty and diminishing resources.
President and Chinese Communist Party (CCP) General Secretary Xi Jinping’s speedy accretion of political
power means that glimpses of the broad sweep of his domestic and foreign policy vision have started to
emerge more quickly than previous Chinese power transitions might suggest. Nevertheless, it is still very
early in his presumed decade-long tenure in power, and it would be foolish to suggest at this point that
we are seeing anything approximating a complete picture of where he may ultimately want to take the
country. In fact, there is a solid case to be made that, aside from some general principles, Xi himself may
not yet have a fully fleshed out worldview.

The challenge is compounded by the many seemingly contradictory policy inclinations that appear to be
guiding Xi and his colleagues at this point in their collective term. To give just a few examples, at home,
there is, at least to Western eyes, the uncomfortable pairing of a bold economic reform blueprint that
calls for freeing up market forces with an unrelenting ideological retrenchment and the return of Maoflavored rhetoric and party rectification tools not seen in several decades. Externally, leaders in China’s
neighboring countries are befuddled by the leadership’s ostensible inability, at least so far, to
sustainably reconcile the contending impulses to seek improvements in relations on China’s periphery
while simultaneously pushing hard to reinforce Beijing’s expansive territorial claims and to expand its
military footprint.
Consequently, the goal of this enterprise is not to attempt a crystal ball-gazing exercise leading to
undoubtedly dubious conclusions about China’s future course. Instead, it is to craft an analytic construct
that, to the degree possible, rigorously seeks to illuminate the new leadership’s preoccupations,
priorities, and policy predilections. As such, the project will be a success if it offers a suitable conceptual
framework for interpreting new developments and a baseline assessment for conducting further
research.
It will be important that the United States and Japan are guided by a common –or at least consistent—
assessment of how China is using its growing power. Divergence among the major democracies and
stakeholders with respect to assessments and responses to China’s growing role would be highly
damaging to our efforts to integrate China into the rules-based order that the United States, Japan and
other democratic allies helped to build in the Asia-Pacific region over the previous six decades and that
has benefited China itself in so many ways. Both the United States and Japan have a stake in China’s
success with myriad challenges ranging from breaking out of the Middle Income Trap to fighting
rampant pollution and corruption. And both the United States and Japan have a responsibility to work
in concert to dissuade destabilizing behavior and encourage cooperation, transparency and trust.
This shared regional assessment is particularly crucial because the United States and Japan sometimes
focus on different aspects of China’s international personality. Rising powers are typically free-riders on
the global scale and more revisionist on the regional front. For Japan, the revisionism regionally is
immediate. For the United States, the desire for Chinese help combatting proliferation, climate change
and other challenges often carries greater weight than it would for Japan. If China challenges the status
quo, however, it is more likely to come in Japan’s immediate neighborhood, where there must be no
divergence in U.S. and Japanese approaches.

THE DOMESTIC POLITICAL CONTEXT: FROM SMOOTH SUCCESSION TO THE DAWN OF THE XI ERA
Every analysis on China begins with the truism that its leaders are primarily concerned with the
country’s many domestic challenges. However, China’s amazing economic accomplishments, and the
concomitant increase in its global stature and influence, have bolstered the CCP’s legitimacy by showing

that it (and, the CCP argues, only it) can “deliver the goods.” Moreover, the fallout from the global
financial crisis further strengthened the narrative among many in the CCP elite that China has somehow
discovered a distinct “third way” that allows it to marry relative economic openness with a closed
political system.1 All of these factors suggest that the notion of fearful Politburo members anxiously
expecting their imminent downfall should perhaps be revisited periodically going forward.
Still, any serious examination of the new leadership’s domestic policy agenda must necessarily conclude
that this axiom will remain in place for the foreseeable future. China’s leaders understand far better
than any outside observer possibly can the many risks to the party’s continued grip on power. From
their ceaseless preoccupation with reexamining the roots of the fall of the Soviet Union to the many
indications that they deeply mistrust their own people, China’s leaders are in some ways more inwardlooking than ever before. On this score, then, the new leadership team is unlikely to be much different
than its predecessors. They will continue to be principally preoccupied with managing an increasingly
complex and uncertain domestic political and policy environment, and so this is where we must begin.
A Smooth, Stable Succession
With the close of the first session of the 12th National People’s Congress in March last year, the CCP
announced its new cabinet to the world, paralleling the rollout of the revamped CCP leadership lineup at
the 18th Party Congress the preceding November and bringing its lengthy once-in-a-decade leadership
transition to a successful conclusion. Granted, there were clear signs of intense, and sometimes messy,
behind-the-scenes political infighting along the way. To cite the most glaring example, the fall from
grace of former Politburo rising star Bo Xilai in a sensational case involving corruption and even murder
marked the onset of the worst domestic political scandal to hit the CCP in nearly two decades.2 And yet,
the leadership succession proceeded smoothly and relatively on time. The CCP can thus claim some
credit for managing to stage another relatively peaceful handover of power, even though it was the first
transition staged without the guiding hand of the revolutionary-credentialed elders of a bygone era.
This is no mean achievement. Xi and his Premier, Li Keqiang, hail from very different backgrounds and
represent distinct interest groups within the CCP hierarchy that do not always see eye to eye. Against
this backdrop, their seemingly close collaboration and unity of purpose at this admittedly early stage of
their collective tenure is noteworthy and should not simply be assumed as a foregone conclusion. It is a
powerful reminder that, despite the Chinese political system’s lack of institutionalization and the dearth
of formal rules governing political competition, the lessons of the 1989 Tiananmen crackdown
concerning keeping leadership wrangling in check remain very much in the forefront of their thinking.
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Much of the analysis in the wake of the 18th Party Congress also speculated that Xi Jinping likely would
be as constrained when it came to setting his own agenda as his predecessor, Hu Jintao, was when the
latter took power at the last transition a decade ago. This is because, so such assessments claimed, Xi is
surrounded by Politburo Standing Committee (PBSC) colleagues he did not choose. He also is hemmed in
by not just one, but two retired general secretaries—Hu and former President Jiang Zemin—whose
interests must be accommodated.3 The implication of these conclusions was that Xi would at best be
captured by the same obsessively consensus-driven style of decisionmaking that predominated under
Hu4, and would at worst be subject to interference, and possibly even leadership infighting, at the hands
of pushy retired party chiefs.
As events have played out, however, both of these supposed constraints, while true as matters of fact,
have proved lacking in broad explanatory power. The new PBSC lineup is undoubtedly less reformist in
orientation than if it included the likes of Wang Yang and Li Yuanchao, who both were relegated to seats
on the full Politburo. But, as part of their political dealmaking, senior leaders and influential retired CCP
powerbrokers appear to have deliberately traded wider representation of the broad spectrum of views
within the party’s ranks for greater unity within the PBSC. The key personnel developments at the 18th
Party Congress—trimming two seats from the PBSC, downgrading the party’s security czar, and making
Xi party boss and commander-in-chief in one fell swoop—certainly appear consistent with such a
seeming desire to fully empower him. Whatever Xi’s differences with his mostly Jiang-backed PBSC
colleagues5, there presumably is far less policy daylight among them than had a more factionallybalanced group been appointed to the pinnacle of party power. The meaningfulness of these changes is
amplified still more if viewed through the prism of personal political power instead of misguided notions
of institutionalization.
The notion that Xi would face the same kind of substantial meddling from his retired predecessors that
appeared to plague Hu Jintao also has been found wanting. The CCP’s late January 2013 announcement
that, at his own request, Jiang Zemin would give up his privileged position as the second-ranking leader
in the Party’s official pecking order and henceforth be grouped with other retired leaders sent an
important signal about his willingness to give Xi sufficient breathing room.6 Jiang’s intentions were
further clarified last July when the official media formally released comments he made during a meeting
nearly three weeks earlier with former U.S. Secretary of State Henry Kissinger. In a rare display of nearhagiographic proportions, Jiang extolled Xi as “a very capable and intelligent state leader” who had
acted decisively in dealing with a recent spate of unrest in China’s Muslim northwest. Jiang also
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expressed his “full confidence in the new leadership” to tackle the many challenges confronting the
nation.7
Likewise, Hu Jintao likely does not possess the inclination—or, more importantly, sufficient authority—
to intervene in meaningful ways. Having never been designated the official “core” of his generation’s
leadership cohort8, Hu probably lacks adequate justification to weigh in substantially from behind the
scenes. In fact, Hu since the Party Congress has been notable only for the speed with which he appears
to have departed the scene. Since retiring as party boss, he has made only two public appearances, one
in September last year to his ancestral home in Anhui9 and another—perhaps more politically pointed—
visit to a prestigious academy in Mao Zedong’s native province of Hunan in April.10 Moreover, even
though several of his protégés were elected to the full Politburo at the 18th Party Congress, Hu’s lack of
a working majority on the PBSC limits his influence. So, while Xi must be appropriately deferential to
both Hu and Jiang and mindful of their interests, he seems far less hamstrung by such considerations
than Hu.
This is not to suggest that the composition of the new PBSC lineup is free of consequences for Xi,
intended or otherwise. By promoting the oldest members of the previous full Politburo (save the one
female contender, Liu Yandong) to the new Standing Committee, for example, five of the seven current
members will again face retirement at the next five-yearly Congress in 2017 if the leadership maintains
the current informal age restrictions governing service on the Politburo.11 Based on the natural cycling of
the Chinese political process, this would mean that Xi and his colleagues, already well into their second
year in office, will have at most two to three more years to make policy progress in Xi’s first term before
the political horse trading will begin again in earnest.
Still, the implications of this type of constraint are very different than those associated with activist
elders or a too-finely-balanced PBSC. Xi will have to decide, and probably fairly soon, to either abide by
the traditional timelines described above, or, if he concludes he has sufficient room, to attempt a
political breakout of some sort. The point is that it will be Xi’s own calculus, and not exogenous factors,
that fundamentally shape the path he ultimately chooses. Moreover, there are potential advantages to
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Xi in working with a PBSC whose majority has nothing to lose. Because the eldest five members have no
political future to consider, they can afford to take the kind of risks that will be required to implement
the bold reform plans necessary to jump start the transition of China’s economic growth model.
Consequently, if Xi and Li can remain in sync, and agree on the way forward for implementing the
revitalized reform program endorsed at the November 2013 Third Plenum of the 18th Central
Committee, the others on the PBSC are unlikely to stand in the way.12
Finally, below the Politburo level, Xi and Li are served by competent officials with substantive
professional expertise and/or solid reform credentials in their respective areas of responsibility. As the
day-to-day implementers of the leadership’s policy direction, these officials will play a critical role in
managing—and occasionally shaping—China’s evolving transformation. Li Keqiang’s economic team is
staffed with seasoned veterans with strong policy and management credentials. A few of them,
including new Finance Minister Lou Jiwei, cut their teeth working in the State Commission for
Restructuring the Economy (SCRE) in the mid-1990s under then Vice Premier Zhu Rongji.13 The period is
increasingly viewed as something of a golden age for reform, especially in light of the almost complete
lack of meaningful progress during the last decade. Similarly, People’s Bank of China Governor Zhou
Xiaochuan, who was retained despite being dropped from the elite CCP Central Committee at the 18th
Party Congress, often is credited with holding strongly reformist views.
The new foreign policy team also reflects the seeming emphasis on seasoned hands. Contrary to earlier
expectations, former Foreign Minister Yang Jiechi was elevated to state councilor, replacing Dai Bingguo
as China’s top foreign policy official. With the simultaneous selection of Wang Yi as Yang’s successor at
the Foreign Ministry, China’s day-to-day foreign affairs establishment has come back under the
supervision of officials with long careers in the diplomatic corps. Both men also have substantial
experience managing China’s more consequential relationships. Wang has spent the bulk of his career
working on China’s ties with its regional neighbors—even on the now-troubled relationship with Japan—
and this has come through in his deft management of them, especially the countries of the Association
of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN).14 Similarly, few Chinese diplomats can compare with Yang’s strong
credentials in dealing with the United States. True, Yang has been prickly in his approach to America in
recent years—witness his reported outburst at the ASEAN Regional Forum in Hanoi in 2010 in response
to then U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton’s intervention on the South China Sea.15 But, with his
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successful elevation, Yang tone has been more moderate, suggesting some of his vitriol can be chalked
up to the requirements of “campaigning” for higher office.
In sum, the point here is that the smooth and complete handover of power has provided Xi with an
unusual level of stability within the leadership core of the PBSC and among the key officials supporting
it. His innate confidence as a leader with a born-to-rule leadership style only serves to strengthen that
sense of stability. That same mindset has led him to arrange the personnel appointments in a way that
emphasizes the central role of the Party and strengthens his hand as general secretary by ensuring that
all key decisions ultimately flow through and from him. This exceptional political aptitude has facilitated
Xi’s speedy accretion of political power, to which we now must turn.
Xi’s Domestic Political Strength: Primus Inter Pares, or Just Plain Primus?
Xi has emerged in a very strong political position in the wake of the Third Plenum and through his
ongoing consolidation of power. Several factors have contributed to his success, but there are a few
critical building blocks that merit special attention here. First, Xi’s “princeling” status as the offspring of
one of the regime’s founding fathers gives him a unique understanding of the nature of power within
CCP. His knack for political stagecraft is a direct result of what he witnessed as part of his privileged
upbringing, but also his very personal understanding—stemming from his family’s fall from grace during
the Cultural Revolution—of the vagaries of operating in a political system with very few formal rules.
Against this backdrop, Xi clearly has adopted elements of the political methods favored by both of the
lions of the CCP, Mao Zedong and Deng Xiaoping. His political style—such as his heavy emphasis on the
centrality of the Party and his penchant for keeping his political peers off balance—bears many of the
hallmarks of Mao, while also manifesting, at least in the economic sphere, some reflections of Deng’s
trademark pragmatism. This has allowed Xi to skillfully play to all of the tones in the CCP’s ideological
register.
Xi’s political momentum also stems from his embrace of the notion that, in a Leninist political system
like China’s, the top leader must control the key levers of power to effectively wield authority. Xi’s
aggressive efforts to establish his personal influence over the People’s Liberation Army (PLA), the
security services, and the party bureaucracy all speak to his appreciation of this central organizing
principle of the regime. Xi also understands intuitively that tightening his grip on these critical regime
power centers is an essential building block for accomplishing his bold policy vision. The establishment
at the Plenum of two new high-level bodies—the Central Leading Group for Comprehensively Deepening
Reform and the National Security Commission—to improve policy coordination and implementation
demonstrates that Xi has sufficient clout to create structural solutions at the apex of the system to get
around ministerial- or organizational-level foot-dragging. Of course, it also underscores the stiff
bureaucratic resistance Xi is facing in moving his reform agenda forward.
Finally, Xi has developed a defined political strategy of intimidation for managing opposition to the
reform push and his related accretion of political power. It emphasizes using the many tools at his
disposal to keep his detractors guessing as to what may come next. For example, his expansive

crackdown on corruption and a sustained campaign targeting extravagance within the CCP’s ranks have
created a pervasive sense of fear among many officials.16 Xi also has presided over a deep ideological
retrenchment in his first year in office, as manifested in the crackdown on the Internet and the stifling of
intraparty debate on matters ranging from how to assess Mao’s legacy to the authoritativeness and role
of the state constitution in guiding China’s political development. Similarly, Xi announced in December
that the Party’s parallel “mass line” education campaign would intensify during its second phase running
through the first half of this year,17 suggesting that it is little more than a thinly-veiled traditional party
rectification drive aimed at stifling dissent within the CCP’s ranks.

THE DOMESTIC ECONOMIC CONTEXT: ASSIGNING A “DECISIVE ROLE” TO THE MARKET
Based on the vague official communique released at the Third Plenum’s end, most initial media
commentary quickly pronounced the meeting disappointing—if not a total failure—causing markets to
punish Chinese stocks.18 But the new leadership team proved these judgments to be premature with the
release a few days later of a comprehensive blueprint containing the most sweeping reform proposals in
decades.19 The bold reform package is a powerful demonstration of Xi Jinping’s personal authority
within the system after only a year at the helm of the CCP. Still, the reform treatise is light on
implementation details, there are many implicit contradictions imbedded in its policy prescriptions, and
we can expect substantial pushback from the powerful vested interests that have the most to lose
judging from the broad outlines of the reform plan.
The Big Picture: Putting Doubts to Rest
The plenum’s surprisingly comprehensive reform blueprint responds to several fundamental questions
that have been dogging the new leadership since Xi and his colleagues took power. The most nagging
16
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issue in the run-up to the Plenum was in many ways the most basic: does the new leadership team
correctly understand China’s structural economic and social problems? The plenum documents make
clear that the answer is an emphatic yes. Both the plenum communique and the more detailed
resolution passed by the Central Committee underscore the leadership’s acknowledgment that China’s
principal ailments—declining productivity growth and the explosion of debt—are symptoms of a deeper
disease relating to governance. Put simply, the CCP interferes too much in resource allocation, excessive
regulation and local protectionism make markets inefficient, and the country’s broken fiscal system
incentivizes local governments to engage in predatory land grabs, encourage speculative property
development, and to build excessive infrastructure.20
The plenum documents identify all of these governance issues as reform priorities. In his explanation to
the Central Committee of the plenum’s key decisions, President Xi addressed this issue head on by
noting that “A proper relationship between the market and government remains the core of China's
economic reform. To build such a relationship is to settle whether the market or government plays a
decisive role, and the market has proven to be the most effective.”21 In fact, the propaganda blitz that
followed the plenum emphasized that its call for assigning the market a “decisive role in resource
allocation” is the chief innovation coming out of the conclave.22
Xi in his explanation goes so far as to identify the upgrading of the market’s role from “basic” to
“decisive” as “a major theoretical achievement” at the plenum. He carefully constructs a consistent
ideological lineage for the decision by reviewing the characterization of the market’s role at each of the
five-yearly Party Congresses since the CCP, under the tutelage of then paramount leader Deng Xiaoping,
first embraced the “socialist market economy” at the 14th Party Congress in 1992. He gets to the point
of the history lesson by concluding that “Now, the CPC Central Committee believes that the condition is
ready to bring up a new theoretical expression of this issue."23 By couching the new language on the
market’s “decisive” role in explicitly ideological terms, Xi has substantially raised the stakes for the
plan’s opponents. To challenge the decision now is to suggest that the CCP’s overall ideological line is
somehow in error. There is arguably no more serious charge in the CCP’s political culture, suggesting
that Xi is determined to show the Party’s competing interest groups that he means business.
Of course, theory is one thing, practical measures are another. But here, too, there is reason for some
optimism. The main points of emphasis in the plenum documents suggest that the leadership also has
20
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correctly diagnosed the other key problems confronting the economy, and, at least rhetorically, is
promoting meaningful solutions. For example, the documents call for streamlining the government’s
role in the marketplace by suggesting that its main responsibility should be to maintain macroeconomic
stability through strengthening market supervision, maintaining market order, and being prepared to
step in in the case of market failure. They point to the government reorienting away from supervising
investment projects such as the building of infrastructure and toward the provision of public services.
Such a shift represents the culmination of the consistent signaling from the Xi administration since
taking office that the government’s regulatory system should be overhauled by more clearly delineating
the functions of the market and the government and that market forces should be given a freer hand.24
One of the new team’s central policy preoccupations has been the push to dramatically reduce the
stifling regulations, such as licensing and registered-capital requirements, that have impeded the
formation of new private businesses.25 The guidelines endorsed at the plenum strongly suggest that we
should expect this trend to be reinforced and expanded in the months ahead.
Upgrading the market’s status from “basic” to “decisive” in allocating resources was by far the Plenum’s
most controversial outcome. This is because granting the market a truly decisive role will have profound
consequences for many of the regime’s most powerful vested interests. In each of the three areas that
the Plenum documents identify as key pillars of reform—state-owned enterprises (SOEs), fiscal
realignment, and financial sector opening—the Plenum’s emphasis on expanding the market’s role will
encounter stiff resistance from threatened state monopolies, their allies in the state planning and
regulatory machinery, and even from provincial and sub-provincial officialdom.
The Xi administration appears to be betting on the establishment of the new reform leading group to
overcome such opposition. If the stand-up of the group is carried out in accordance with its emerging
design, it will act as a supra-coordinating body tasked with managing the entire reform process from
policy formulation to design and through to implementation.26 The center’s edict that parallel bodies be
set up at the provincial and sub-provincial level—each headed by the respective party secretary
overseeing that jurisdiction—underscores the leadership’s determination to enforce its directives down
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to the local level.27 Still, there are several challenges the leading group must surmount to successfully
execute its mandate. The first will be clearly defining the structural relationship between it and the
policy executing agencies required to carry out its directives. The leadership must also confront the
natural growing pains that come with managing the mechanics of transitioning from the small “kitchen
cabinet” Xi established for drafting the Plenum’s reform manifesto to the much more cumbersome
leading group infrastructure tasked with overseeing its implementation.
It also is worth underscoring in this context that Xi and his colleagues want to set strict limits on the
market’s role and have a particular viewpoint on its ultimate utility. While the Plenum’s “Decision”
document laid out their intent to pursue comprehensive governance reform, this does not mean eroding
the CCP’s monopoly on power. Instead, they seek to strengthen the Party’s stranglehold by improving
the administrative system, and clarifying the roles of the market and the state, resulting in a more
market-driven economy, but also a more powerful and resilient state. Xi also sees the market as a
means to an end, rather than an end in itself. The respective roles and responsibilities of the state and
the market will have to be more clearly defined as the reform process unfolds, but there is no doubt
from the Plenum documents that the state’s role will remain very important. If successful, the statefocused reforms will result in more effective instruments for promoting and realizing the CCP’s state-led
aims.28
Obstacles to Successful Implementation of the Reform Agenda
With the stakes so high, the pathway ahead for Xi and his colleagues remains fraught with risk. Although
there are many stumbling blocks the leadership may encounter along the way, it is worth highlighting
several that come to mind even now as the implementation plans are just taking shape. The first relates
to the Plenum manifesto itself. Largely in an effort to craft a more efficient shorthand for capturing the
sweep of the reform proposals, many analyses have taken to describing the Plenum Decision document
as a blueprint for reform. As China specialist Barry Naughton has observed, however, a better way of
characterizing the Decision is to refer to it as a “vision statement plus a to-do list.”29 The distinction is
more than mere semantics. A blueprint implies a set series of defined steps to achieve a goal, but the
Plenum Decision only identifies a desired end state and specific problems to be resolved along the way,
while refraining from identifying discrete solutions.
This raises the prospect of several risks that could overwhelm the reforms. The first is that, lacking a
clear direction, the leadership will become stuck in the enormity of the task it has set out for itself,
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resulting in paralysis.30 The leadership’s sometimes wild swings among its different points of emphasis
seem to underscore this danger. A separate worry is the inverse possibility that the reforms tabled at
the Plenum, while certainly the most sweeping in more than two decades, may in fact not be bold
enough. In their aggregate, they ultimately fail to go much beyond changes that have been debated for
nearly that same period of time, raising questions about their suitability for addressing the
transformational changes in China’s economy and society over the ensuing years.
Still another concern is that policy pronouncements since the Third Plenum suggest the leadership
maintains a fundamentally different assessment of the chief risk facing the economy than the broad
consensus among foreign—and even some domestic—economists and market players. According to the
mainstream outside view, China’s biggest economic challenge is the massive buildup of leverage in the
economy following the government's response to the global financial crisis.31 To avoid a major financial
crisis, Beijing must therefore be willing to accept substantially lower growth for at least a couple of
years. But the leadership is prioritizing financial reform, fiscal realignment, and, in a more muted way,
SOE restructuring, all while maintaining growth at approximately its current rate of 7.5 percent.32 This
approach implies top policymakers see the debt problem as merely a symptom of the larger disease, the
underlying structural problems in the economy, and something that can be sorted out over several
years. If the leadership has miscalculated in this judgment, however, a surprise default contagion could
trigger an unexpectedly sharp downturn in growth, crippling the reform effort.33
Separately, the high politics associated with Xi’s rapid consolidation of power have been an unwelcome
distraction from moving forward with the reforms. Xi’s efforts to showcase his authority through
deviating from long-established regime norms have alarmed influential constituencies in the CCP elite
whose interests must be taken into account. For example, the pending corruption case against former
PBSC member Zhou Yongkang—and particularly whether Zhou will face a public trial—reportedly has
put Xi at odds with former President Jiang Zemin, without whose staunch political support Xi may never
have achieved his position as top leader.34 Chinese official media in early March began referencing Zhou
by name in conjunction with cases related to his relatives, suggesting that a public trial is looking much
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more likely.35 Moreover, the political friction may persist for some time as Xi seems intent on further
expanding the graft crusade to touch on the military and the networks of other key CCP powerbrokers.36
If borne out, it would suggest that Xi is convinced that he must continue ruffling feathers within the
senior party ranks to achieve sufficient power to concentrate on reshaping the regime’s incentive
structure. With such serious wrangling occurring at the apex of the political system, few officials will be
willing to lean forward on the reforms until the political winds become calmer and more predictable.
Finally, Xi’s seeming emphasis on top-down direction and information control, as well as his assessment
that the state bureaucracy represents a serious impediment to his policy vision, risks sparking bitterness
and recalcitrance among the institutions that must ultimately deliver on the reforms.37 Technocrats in
the key executing agencies—such as the Ministry of Finance, the central bank, and the National
Development and Reform Commission—likely are annoyed that they had relatively little say in shaping
the Plenum Decision document. Many of the affected ministries have been tasked with crafting concrete
implementation plans, despite there being no guarantee that Xi’s brain trust will accept them or, even
worse, that Xi’s team is in fact already heading in a completely different policy direction. If Xi cannot
keep the technocratic specialists on board, even the new policy tools at his disposal, such as the suprareform leading group, are likely to come up short in seeing the Plenum’s bold agenda through to
fruition.
TOWARD A NEW FOREIGN POLICY PARADIGM
With such a full plate at home, it is surprising that Xi and his colleagues have managed to find the
wherewithal to also craft a redesigned foreign policy strategy. As mentioned earlier, the broad contours
of President Xi’s nascent foreign policy vision are just now coming into view. Still, he has sent enough
signals concerning his approach and his priorities that some tentative conclusions can safely be drawn.
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One facet on which there is little doubt is that Xi is keen to nest his particular take on China’s foreign
policy doctrine in the ideological lexicon of the CCP.38 This is necessary to build up his broader claim to
be the ideological steward of the Party, and it is essential as a strong deterrent against other powerful
interests in the system deviating from his foreign policy guidelines. As with his rapid consolidation of
political power, the striking feature of Xi’s efforts in this area is the speed with which he is moving to put
his own stamp on China’s foreign affairs.
Theoretical Underpinnings
To put Xi’s campaign in its proper context, it is important to review the several conceptual building
blocks that undergird China’s foreign policy construct. Although such concepts can seem to outside
observers to be overly-laden with Marxist claptrap, they represent a vital means of terminological
cueing within the CCP elite that signals elements of continuity and change in the leadership’s overall
policy direction. As former Australian Prime Minister Kevin Rudd has observed:
Westerners tend to dismiss such language, describing it as clunky in the
extreme and ultimately meaningless. But given China is a rising power,
and this is the language they choose to use to communicate with one
another, we are required to do better than that and to deconstruct its
content.39
In fact, this approach may be even more relevant under Xi’s leadership than under that of his
predecessors. Although it is admittedly still very early in his tenure, Xi stands out thus far for his
penchant for articulating his policy prescriptions in theoretical terms.40 Ideological form and principles
are strong motifs running through both his externally- and domestically-oriented policy speeches, and
his key subordinates have gotten the message and are following suit. If Xi does indeed view the world
around him at least in part through the lens of Marxist concepts such as historical determinism and the
correlation of material forces, it may help outside observers to better rationalize some of his seemingly
contradictory policy directions.
Take, for example, the conflicting messages coming out of Beijing concerning its relations with its
regional neighbors. On the one hand, Xi has called for improving ties with China’s near abroad, such as
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in his address to a high-level work conference on peripheral diplomacy held last October.41 Xi’s
unflinching assertion of China’s sovereignty claims over disputed territories in both the East and South
China Seas, however, is generating a pervasive level of insecurity among China’s bordering nations that
risks invalidating Beijing’s good neighbor policy mantra. Some analyses—especially those coming from
other Northeast Asian countries—assess that these seeming contradictions are the result of behind-thescenes turf battles between the regime’s powerful constituencies, with the Chinese military often said
to be pushing the civilian leadership to toughen its stance on sovereignty.42 This line of thinking certainly
represents one means for squaring the inconsistencies in China’s actions, but it ultimately lacks
explanatory power, especially in light of Xi’s demonstrable grip on the PLA. A better means for coming to
grips with China’s behavior is to enhance our understanding of the foreign policy tenets and concepts
shaping the new leadership’s approach.
The first, and arguably the most important, is the so-called “period of strategic opportunity.” This
concept encapsulates the CCP’s primary external strategic guideline and reflects the leadership’s
judgment that China is enjoying a window extending through 2020 in which a benign external security
environment allows it to focus on its internal development. The precept is highly authoritative within
the Chinese system, having been validated and revalidated now by three party congresses (the 16th in
2002, the 17th in 2007, and the 18th in 2012), and it is frequently referenced in official speeches43 and
formal documents (such as China’s Defense White Paper).44 With China’s rapid military modernization
and sizeable year-on-year defense budget increases, it is easy to lose sight of the fact that the period of
strategic opportunity acts as an important conceptual brake on a runaway military buildup. Implicit in its
characterization of China’s priorities is the notion that economic development—and not the path of
arms races and military adventurism followed by the Soviet Union—is paramount in securing the
country’s return to global preeminence. As long as the concept remains in force, there will be hard limits
on Beijing’s willingness and ability to set out on a truly revisionist course aimed at fundamentally
reshaping the balance of power in East Asia.
The second fundamental touchstone for China’s foreign policy approach is the concept of “peaceful
development,” or the idea that Beijing’s neighbors and other major partners may rest easy that China’s
rise can only be accomplished by peaceful means, and will only be pursued with an eye toward achieving
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“win-win” outcomes for all parties involved.45 But peaceful development is not just about reassuring the
international community. It also is designed to advance China’s own strategic imperatives.46 Despite a
brief—and politically contentious—flirtation with the alternative formulation of “peaceful rise” in Hu
Jintao’s first term, like the period of strategic opportunity, peaceful development has been a mainstay of
China’s diplomatic canon for more than a decade.
A third major underpinning for China’s interpretation of its place in the world is to understand the way
in which the CCP conceptualizes two very important anniversaries that will take place in the first half of
this century—one during Xi Jinping’s final years in office, and another well after he will have departed
the scene. The year 2021 will mark the centenary of the founding of the CCP, and the People’s Republic
of China (PRC) will celebrate its 100th birthday in 2049. For each of these major milestones, the CCP
already has laid out fundamental—if somewhat vague—goals to be accomplished by the time of their
passing. For the first centenary celebration, the CCP seeks to have met its fundamental domestic
strategic benchmark—its prediction that China will have attained a “moderately well-off society” by
2020.47 As with the period of strategic opportunity, this concept has been validated by several Party
Congresses. For 2049, the stated goal is to “have built a modern socialist country that is strong,
prosperous, democratic, culturally-advanced, and harmonious.”48 Importantly, these more ambitious
and comprehensive goals for the second anniversary would seem to speak volumes about the
leadership’s assessment of the speed and trajectory of China’s continued rise going forward.
It may appear at first glance that these centenaries and their related targets say more about the CCP’s
domestic ambitions and goals than its thinking on foreign policy. True, in their successful
implementation, their primary intent is to provide the critical legitimation for sustained CCP rule. But Xi
and his foreign policy lieutenants have tied them indisputably to China’s foreign policy orientation under
the rubric of the “two centenary goals.” As Xi’s formal top foreign policy adviser, State Councilor Yang
Jiechi, wrote in the CCP’s leading theoretical journal last August, promoting healthy and stable relations
with the United States, as well as with Beijing’s other major diplomatic partners, is “the inherent
requirement of the ‘two centenary goals’ and the inevitable demand for our overall strategy of peaceful
development.”49
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Of course, the successful attainment of these objectives will have profound international consequences.
Although the leadership would never be foolish enough to declare it openly in its formally stated aims,
many Chinese elites believe unquestioningly that China by 2021 will in PPP terms have surpassed the
United States as the world’s largest economy. If it is efficiently channeled, that newfound economic
power ultimately can shape strategic power and, therefore, geopolitical power. And while the number
of voices is much smaller, and they tend to be clustered among the predictable institutions within the
Chinese government, there certainly are some who expect that China in 2049 will even have attained
conventional military parity with the United States,50 and their planning now reflects all of the many
strategic consequences that would flow from that achievement.
Xi’s “Chinese Dream”
So, if all of these concepts have been the longtime touchstones of Chinese foreign policy thinking and
theory, then what is new here? The answer is Xi’s “Chinese dream.” Xi’s innovation is his argument that
the encapsulation of all of these foundational elements of Chinese statecraft lies in the realization of a
Chinese dream that culminates in “the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation.” In its most basic
exposition, that great rejuvenation means that the PRC by 2049 intends to restore itself to a regional
position of primacy. The Chinese dream also has a much more attractive ring than the jargon-laced
catchphrases (the Three Represents; the Scientific Concept of Development) of Xi’s predecessors. It also
is eminently flexible in its simplicity, allowing it to encompass both domestic and foreign policy
considerations.
But, as with promoting the market to a “decisive” role in the economy, Xi’s real accomplishment with
the Chinese dream is establishing its ideological foundation so early in his tenure. State Councilor Yang
in his article described several attributes of the concept that substantially boost its status.51 First, he
praises Xi for having “carried forward the Party’s fine tradition of linking theory with practice” in
designing the concept. He then describes it as “a continuation and development of the important
thinking of China’s peaceful development in the new era,” which validates its position in an unbreakable
chain of authoritativeness while crediting Xi with advancing the theoretical ball. Indeed, what is most
striking is Yang’s repeated references to the “important thinking of the Chinese dream,” a description
that at least notionally puts it on par with Jiang Zemin’s “important thinking” of the Three Represents,
which earned Jiang his place in the Party pantheon as the author of a “guiding ideology” enshrined in
the CCP Constitution. In practical terms, this means that, by taking decisive action so early in his first
term, Xi has bought himself the remaining nine years of his tenure to focus on policy design and
implementation.
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Relations with the United States: “New Style of Great Power Relations”
Under the umbrella of promoting a “new style of great power relations,” Beijing continues to view
stable relations with the United States as its primary foreign policy goal. Comments by senior officials
from both countries suggest there is fundamental agreement between the two sides on the basic issue
that must be addressed.52 Wang Yi in his March press conference indicated that the new style of great
power relations is meant “to break the historical pattern of conflict and confrontation between major
countries,” while former U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton on a visit to Beijing in September 2012
described the need for Washington and Beijing to “write a new answer to the old question of what
happens when an established power and a rising power meet.”53
Despite this seeming accord, however, Beijing’s calculus regarding the terms for achieving this mutuallydesired stability remains unclear. In a best case scenario, the Chinese see the development of the
relationship as operating in a manner somewhat analogous to the process of detente between the
United States and the Soviet Union in the Cold War. Under this approach, both countries would
acknowledge that the requirements of international strategic stability dictate that they devise a
mechanism for guaranteeing that “the relationship” remains above the inevitable tensions arising from
the natural friction between a rising and an enduring power, thereby ensuring the absence of direct
conflict. Or, to put it more simply, the goal is to ensure that the competitive elements in the
relationship—and particularly those that carry a high risk of escalation—remain firmly under policy
control. In a less benign assessment, China is using the framework of a new style of great power
relations to seek U.S. acquiescence to China’s definition of its “core interests.” This process would
include overt U.S. acceptance of China’s political system as it currently is configured, acknowledgment of
at least the notional legitimacy of China’s territorial claims, and deference to Chinese views on the
shaping and applicability of international rules and regimes.
As with the seeming duality between talk of economic liberalism and a suffocating ideological
retrenchment in domestic affairs, elements of both of these contradictory approaches are evident in
China’s behavior under the Xi administration. Perhaps the clearest manifestation of the more optimistic
view of the concept is Xi Jinping’s forceful directive to the PLA to improve military-to-military ties with
the United States, thereby reducing the risk of U.S. misperception of China’s strategic intentions in the
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military and security sphere.54 Several episodes during Hu Jintao’s tenure—most notably China’s 2007
anti-satellite test and the January 2011 flight test of China’s fifth-generation stealth fighter aircraft
during a visit by then U.S. Defense Secretary Robert Gates—led many foreign observers to wonder
about the extent of the PLA’s policy autonomy, and even Hu’s ability to control his own military. But Xi
has addressed these concerns decisively by actually delivering on Hu’s frequent admonitions that
interactions between the two militaries should not lag so noticeably behind bilateral engagements
touching on other aspects of the relationship.
Much media hoopla was generated concerning Defense Secretary Hagel’s feisty interaction with his
Chinese counterpart, Chang Wanquan, at a press conference during Hagel’s early April visit to Beijing.55
But the fact that the two leaders felt comfortable speaking so candidly in public to each other is a sign of
the progress that has been made. The PLA is showing very tentative signs of a greater willingness to test
the waters on discussing previously taboo subjects—such as cyber warfare and the militarization of
space—and there even are indications that the Chinese would be less likely to cutoff the entire military
relationship in the event of a future U.S. arms sale to Taiwan. While settling on agreeable modalities for
notification in all circumstances will remain difficult, each side also continues to express a desire, at least
publicly, to operationalize the agreement between Presidents Xi and Obama to adopt a system of
alerting the other with regard to upcoming military movements in the region.56
Lest we become too reassured, however, evidence of the darker view of the concept also has surfaced
repeatedly in recent months. Wang Yi in his March press briefing indicated that “mutual respect” is the
foundation for the new style of great power relations, but he defined that mutual respect in very
parochial terms.57 He cited respect for “each other’s sovereignty and territorial integrity, social system
and development path, and core interests and concerns,” while making no reference to U.S. interest in
the adherence to international law and global rules and norms. Similarly, Defense Minister Chang in the
press conference with Defense Secretary Hagel urged the United States to restrain Japan by keeping
Tokyo “within bounds and not be permissive and supportive.”58 Chang also chided another regional U.S.
ally, the Philippines, for “disguising itself as a victim” by pursuing international arbitration in its
territorial dispute with Beijing.59 Chang’s comments are emblematic of a common mantra among
Chinese officials and foreign affairs watchers who suggest that U.S.-China relations are being high jacked
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by U.S. support for Japan and the Philippines. Such a fundamental misunderstanding of the centrality of
alliances to the U.S. approach to the region suggests Beijing wants to draw firm lines concerning the
limits of the new type of great power relations when it does not align with China’s strategic interests.
Relations with other Powers: “Great Power Diplomacy”
Early in Xi’s tenure, Chinese official media began making references to the concept of “great power
diplomacy,” which takes as its operating principle that Beijing should be wielding its newfound strategic
heft in the manner of a traditional great power. The idea was repeatedly referenced in an article that
appeared last April in the overseas edition of the CCP’s flagship newspaper, People’s Daily, just as Xi was
embarking upon his maiden tour abroad after assuming the Chinese presidency.60 The piece explicitly
linked the great power diplomacy theme to other formulations personally associated with Xi, such as the
Chinese Dream and the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation. Added to the speed with which key
constructs associated with Hu Jintao, such as “harmonious world,” have virtually disappeared from the
leadership’s foreign policy lexicon, it suggests that Xi has set upon a deliberate course for reshaping
China’s relations with countries other than the United States. Taiwan and other Chinese-language media
quickly picked up on the concept and began debating its significance.61 Interestingly, however, official
mentions of the concept seemed to recede almost as quickly as they appeared. Like Beijing’s recasting
(in English; the Chinese has not changed) of the new style of great power relations as “a new model of
major-country relations,” it is likely that the ring of great power diplomacy was deemed too “assertive”
or too anachronistic to be casually bandied about in public discourse.
In all fairness, great power diplomacy does represent something of a throwback, in that the term was
first developed during the tenure of former president Jiang Zemin. At that time, the basic idea of the
precept was that, while the PRC was not yet an established global player because of its relatively limited
economic, military, and geopolitical clout, it should seek to play a bigger foreign policy role, particularly
in the Asia-Pacific region. But Jiang’s version of the concept also recognized that China could only
exercise great power diplomacy within the confines of the strategic constraints imposed by persistent
U.S. hyperpower. As updated by Xi the concept has cast the relationship with the United States on a
much more equal footing, suggesting he sees U.S. power as a lesser constraint on China’s exercise of its
influence—both benign and coercive—in the region.
In fact, ties with the United States, while still meriting pride of place in the hierarchy of Beijing’s foreign
relationships, seem less of a preoccupation for Xi than for his predecessors. An important underlying
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motive in Xi’s surprisingly active early diplomacy appeared to be to send the signal to Washington that
“we have options.” This is not to suggest that Xi is not eager for stable and healthy Sino-U.S. ties. Rather,
he seems to prefer a more casual approach to the relationship that lacks the eagerness and rapt
attention that characterized the policies of Hu Jintao and Jiang Zemin. This less awestruck view of U.S.
power also has the important side effect of imbuing Xi with greater confidence to more deliberately
court contributions from China’s other important foreign partners rather than pursuing a single-minded
focus on the United States. Such a mindset would seem to help explain recent commentary among
Chinese foreign policy experts concerning Xi’s enhanced interest in looking to Russia for political and
security cooperation and to Europe for commerce and as a premier destination for Chinese
investment.62
In practical terms, China’s embrace of the exercise of great power diplomacy is already having a
meaningful impact on its approach to some of its critical peripheral relationships that in turn has a direct
correlation to the persistence of some regional hotspots and the possible emergence of new ones. In its
management of ties with Tokyo, for example, the notion that China should behave like a traditional
great power means that it must seek Japanese acquiescence to a subordinate position in both the
bilateral relationship and in the overall regional power dynamic. Much of Beijing’s approach, whether it
be as substantial as declaring an Air Defense Identification Zone (ADIZ) or as petty as denying Japan a
spot in this year’s international fleet review, is designed to belittle Japan by creating a persistent sense
of pressure while simultaneously increasing Tokyo’s sense of isolation.
Similarly, the notion of great power diplomacy is an important leitmotif running through China’s
evolving relationship with North Korea. Much of Beijing’s shifting approach can be chalked up to the
leadership’s frustration with the unpredictably of new North Korean leader Kim Jong-un, with the recent
execution of Kim’s uncle, Jang Sung-thaek, being only the latest example. But to limit Beijing’s reasoning
to the maddening challenge of seeking to constrain Kim is perhaps to miss the bigger picture. As
important to Xi and his colleagues is the desire to convey to Pyongyang that the “special relationship” of
the past is no more, having been replaced with a so-called “normal” state-to-state relationship. With
that as the premise, a Chinese leadership bent on wielding great power diplomacy will expect North
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Korea to accept its position as Beijing’s client. This in turn would suggest a much lower tolerance level
among Xi’s leadership cohort for the type of petulant behavior that has characterized the early years of
the young Kim’s rule. Given Kim’s apparent penchant to turn toward provocations when he judges he is
being ignored, Beijing’s more dismissive approach could inadvertently contribute to rising tensions on
the peninsula.

INFLUENCES SHAPING GREAT POWER DIPLOMACY 2.0
Several factors help explain the emergence of this more expansive approach to great power diplomacy.
Many of them represent the culmination of—or at least an important inflection point in—debates or
processes that have been unfolding within China for much of the last two-to-three decades. With that in
mind, it is difficult to conclude with any certainty where those debates might turn in the future, and
what new issues might crop up that would influence the discussion going forward.
Deng’s Call for Restraint Recedes
China’s “assertiveness debate,” or the dispute over how aggressively China should project its resurgent
power and influence on the global stage to defend what it refers to as its “core interests,” has raged
intermittently—but with consistent vigor—in the aftermath of the global financial crisis. The previous
leadership struggled to stay on top of it, with Hu Jintao feeling compelled on numerous occasions to
remind the CCP elite that the regime continued to abide by Deng Xiaoping’s so-called “bide and hide”
dictum, under which China adopts a low-key foreign policy approach and never takes the lead. After the
burst of Chinese assertiveness that ran throughout 2009 and into 2010, most observers assessed the
leadership moved decisively to quell the debate with the release of a major speech in December 2010 by
then State Councilor Dai Bingguo entitled “Adhere to the Path of Peaceful Development.”63 As if to drive
the point home still further, the Hu leadership followed up Dai’s treatise by separately releasing the
White Paper on Peaceful Development the following September.64
As it turned out, the leadership was only artificially suppressing the debate as part of its campaign to
maintain stability and avoid controversy through the succession period. To focus on just one outcome of
that decision, the Politburo largely deferred an authoritative assessment of the implications of the U.S.
strategic rebalancing toward Asia for China's security, allowing suspicions of U.S. intentions to mount. As
the departing leader, Hu Jintao was unwilling to take a firm stance that might unduly tie the hands of his
successor. Likewise, Xi Jinping, still serving as Hu’s understudy and eager to avoid upsetting his position
as heir apparent, was reluctant to offer, to the degree he had them, any differing opinions on how China
should respond. One consequence of the ensuing policy drift was the much vaunted deepening of
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“mutual strategic distrust” under which mounting tensions in the security and military sphere risked
getting out from under policy control.
With the leadership transition now over, however, the new team is formulating its own foreign policy
strategies as Deng’s injunction to “keep a low profile” internationally looks increasingly anachronistic.
Perhaps the most obvious manifestation of the Xi administration’s reboot of the regime’s foreign policy
priorities was reflected in the comments by Foreign Minister Wang Yi during his inaugural press
conference at the annual legislative session in March.65 Asked how he would characterize the new
leadership’s diplomatic approach during its first year in office, Wang replied, “‘Active’ is the most salient
feature of China’s diplomacy in the past year.” Wang praised Xi and his colleagues for pursuing a
multidirectional foreign policy that included the tabling of a “Silk Road Economic Belt” during Xi’s visit to
four Central Asian countries last September, and a “21st Century Maritime Silk Road” with Southeast
Asian countries during his and Premier Li’s October visits to the region for the Asia-Pacific Economic
Cooperation and East Asia Summit meetings, where they dispensed a plethora of trade deals and
investment funds.
Strategically Employing China’s Economic Leverage
Since Deng launched the reform-and-opening process in the late 1970s, China's predominant policy
priority has been internal development and modernization. Beijing's external economic policies, including
toward its neighbors in East Asia, have primarily been a function of that priority; that is, they have been
designed to support internal development either directly, e.g., by attracting foreign direct investment, or
indirectly, by promoting the stable external environment that Beijing views as necessary for successful
internal development. This is consistent with the overall strategy of China’s top leaders, which has
centered on pursuing economic growth as a means to both legitimize Party leadership and advance
China’s modernization and development.
This generally inwardly focused policy has been punctuated by periods of more proactive economic
diplomacy. For example, following the Asian financial crisis in 1997-98, and again after the global
financial crisis of 2008-09, Beijing used a combination of policy restraint (notably, avoiding renminbi
devaluation), financial support, and appeals to "Asian solidarity" to build goodwill with its neighbors. In
addition, while strongly preferring bilateral engagement and avoiding formal commitments that might
constrain internal policy options, China has since the 1990s been an active participant in regional
economic institution building, particularly in ASEAN-centric organizations.
However, Beijing's efforts at proactive economic diplomacy in Asia have been hampered by the
country's very economic strength, by policy actions and statements perceived in the region as selfserving, and by lack of coherency. Even as China's phenomenal growth has brought increased prosperity
to the region, it has also fueled anxieties among China's neighbors about competition and
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overdependence. What Beijing touts as "win-win" economic cooperation is often seen by other Asian
countries as distinctly tilted in China’s favor. Meanwhile, despite their position within the party-state
apparatus, Chinese state-owned enterprises (SOEs) and other provincial actors’ forays abroad have
frequently taken place without any meaningful coordination with central foreign policymaking
institutions, undermining the effectiveness of China’s diplomacy.
China's new leadership under Xi Jinping has made an early and deliberate effort to improve overall
coordination and strengthen economic ties with neighboring countries all around its periphery. In
particular, it has begun heavily investing, both rhetorically and financially, in regional "connectivity," a
key ASEAN priority. At the same time, Beijing's increased assertiveness in the East and South China Seas
has stoked concerns in the region about its intentions and undermined the positive results of its
stepped-up economic diplomacy.
It remains to be seen how the Xi administration will address these contradictions in its regional policy
going forward. Sino-centric patterns of trade and investment in Asia are likely to expand as China’s
economic heft continues to grow. Chinese infrastructure investment is already creating a dense
network of highways, railways, power lines, and pipelines that will further strengthen Southeast Asia’s
commercial ties to mainland China. But whether Beijing will push further to establish exclusive “Asian
only” economic institutions dominated by China, or will instead lend its energy and support to more
open and inclusive Asia-Pacific institutional architecture, remains uncertain. The reactions of ASEAN
member states thus far suggest that while they have little choice but to hitch their wagons to China
economically, Beijing has a long way to go in establishing trust and positioning itself as a legitimate
leader in regional affairs.
Prioritizing Internal Development
China’s intense focus on internal development as the primary goal of the Communist Party can be traced
back to Deng Xiaoping and the body of thought now codified as “Deng Xiaoping Theory.” Beginning in
the late 1970s, Deng supported a shift away from the “revolutionary” foreign policy pursued by Mao
Zedong, toward economic development through “reform and opening.”66 Along with his famous 24character guideline, introduced in the early 1990s, which urged China’s leaders to “observe calmly;
secure our position; cope with affairs calmly; hide our capacities and bide our time; be good at
maintaining a low profile, and never claim leadership,” this has served as the basis for Chinese economic
strategy for the past three decades.
This intense focus on domestic development – and the desire to avoid commitments that might
interfere with its pursuit – has since been repeatedly reaffirmed in major speeches by leaders and in
Chinese policy documents, including two white papers released by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in
2005 and 2011 on “China’s Peaceful Development.” Summarizing the position advanced by successive
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generations of Chinese leaders, they argue that “the central goal of China’s diplomacy is to create a
peaceful and stable international environment for its development,” while maintaining that, as the
world’s largest developing country, for China “to run itself well is the most important fulfillment of its
international responsibility.”67
In fact, the hallmark of China’s economic strategy during the Deng era and beyond was its emphasis on
using “reform and opening” as an organizing principle for both domestic and international economic
policy. Beginning with the Shenzhen Special Economic Zone in 1980, Chinese leaders began to
aggressively court foreign direct investment (FDI) from more advanced partners – particularly the U.S.
and Japan – in order to support rapid economic modernization. This was in sharp contrast to the early
development strategies of both Japan and Korea, which had largely remained closed to inward FDI;
indeed, China has maintained a larger share of FDI as a percentage of GDP than those countries through
the present day. According to one source, foreign-invested enterprises continue to account for roughly
half of China’s total trade.68
Even when elements of China’s economic strategy have appeared to be more outwardly oriented, the
focus has remained almost exclusively on the domestic – sometimes to the detriment of China’s overall
foreign relations. For example, the “Going Out” strategy officially endorsed under Jiang Zemin in 2002
encouraged SOEs to invest abroad,69 primarily in extractive industries, with an eye towards securing the
commodity resources needed to fuel China’s growth. But the result – far from directly ensuring China’s
overall resource security or improving relations with host nations – was that SOEs typically overpaid for
the rights to develop resources that they then sold on the open market. The resulting environmental
degradation, poor treatment of local populations, and tendency of firms to import Chinese labor helped
create a negative image for China abroad.
Despite a growing sophistication and awareness of the need for a more considered and coordinated
approach to advancing foreign economic relations, the primacy of internal development is a theme that
remains evident in Xi Jinping’s priorities. As noted earlier, his revived vision of the “great rejuvenation
of the Chinese nation” references “two centenary goals” as the key benchmarks for the nation: doubling
GDP per capita for urban and rural residents by 2020 (the 100th anniversary of the founding of the CCP);
and turning China into a “socialist modernized country…rich, strong, democratic, culturally advanced,
and harmonious” by 2050 (the 100th anniversary of the PRC).70 The purpose of foreign relations thus
remains first and foremost to secure “good external conditions for China’s reform, development, and
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stability,” placing development alongside such cherished Chinese foreign policy objectives as securing
sovereignty.71
Periodic Success in Economic Diplomacy
Beijing’s focus on internal development has been punctuated over the past two decades by occasional
bursts of successful economic diplomacy–though even this has often been reactive rather than driven by
a deliberate strategy conceived in Beijing. For much of the late 1980s and early 1990s, as China began
to grow rapidly, ASEAN states came to view the country both as a trade competitor and as potentially
diverting scarce investment dollars away from Southeast Asia. Chinese leaders attempted to allay these
concerns by progressively normalizing relations with their southern neighbors throughout the decade.
In 1996, they advanced a “New Security Concept,” first at the Shanghai Cooperation Organization and
then at the 4th ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF) in 1997, which stressed that “security of sustained
development” was China’s primary goal.72 But despite the normalization of China-ASEAN ties in that
same year, Beijing’s growth was still seen as posing a major threat to its neighbors’ development.73
This changed with the onset of the Asian financial crisis in 1997. As a wave of defaults and devaluations
hit the region, from Thailand and Indonesia to South Korea, Premier Zhu Rongji made a critical decision
not to devalue the renminbi, a move that analysts had predicted would have severe destabilizing effects
on the region as whole. China also contributed an estimated $4 billion to its ailing neighbors, both
through bilateral channels and through participation in bailout packages put together by the
International Monetary Fund (IMF).74
While the reasons behind the Chinese decision to abstain from competitive devaluation were many –
including a desire to avoid stoking domestic inflation and deepening a contentious bilateral trade deficit
with the United States – Beijing’s restraint proved a major success in improving regional relations. Not
only did it lend strength to Beijing’s narrative of China as a “stable and responsible economic power,”
but apparent American indifference – 10 days before the IMF approved a record $57 billion bailout for
South Korea, President Clinton had described East Asia as experiencing “a few glitches in the road” –
bolstered feelings of Asian solidarity.
Zhu Rongji sought to capitalize on this change of attitudes by strengthening China’s relations with its
neighbors. At the Third ASEAN+3 Informal Summit in November 1999, he proclaimed, “China cannot
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develop without East Asia, neither can East Asia prosper without China. As a member of East Asia, China
attaches great importance to increased cooperation with other countries in East Asia.”75 A year later,
China was involved in launching the Chiang Mai Initiative, which aimed to bolster regional financial
stability through the creation of a network of bilateral reserve swap agreements among ASEAN+3
countries.
Zhu also proposed a China-ASEAN Free Trade Area, the initial framework agreement of which was signed
in November 2002 – the first such agreement concluded by ASEAN with an outside partner.76 Critical to
the success of this effort was an “early harvest,” whereby China agreed to unilaterally reduce tariffs in a
number of key areas in 2005 – five years before the agreement was to fully take effect for Brunei,
Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore, and Thailand, and a decade before Vietnam, Laos, and
Cambodia would be required to open their markets to China.77
Five years later, with the onset of the global financial crisis of 2008-2009, China again played a major
role in limiting economic damage to the region. In addition to deploying a massive economic stimulus
package that bolstered domestic growth and helped avoid a downturn in regional trade, Premier Wen
Jiabao pledged a Southeast Asian regional infrastructure investment fund of $10 billion, along with a
US$15 billion line of credit for poorer ASEAN states and US$39.7 million in “special aid” for Cambodia,
Laos, and Myanmar.78
Scoring Own Goals
In addition to the economic benefits for China, these efforts at regional economic diplomacy helped win
Beijing plaudits and goodwill in the ASEAN region. But what the right hand has given in the form of
positive economic diplomacy, the left has increasingly taken away in the years following the financial
crisis, as Beijing has pursued other policies that raise suspicion and fear in the region. There are longstanding concerns in ASEAN that what Beijing touts as “mutually beneficial” development will actually
have the result of exporting China’s domestic problems, including environmental degradation.79
Moreover, there is a widespread perception in the region that “mutually beneficial” development
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projects often benefit China more than the host country: most investment projects involve
predominately Chinese workers rather than local labor, and the structure of trade – whereby China
primarily imports commodities from less developed nations – has given rise to accusations of
neocolonialist behavior.80
In addition, when China has used its growing economic sway in an attempt to advance foreign policy
goals, these efforts have often backfired. Following a rare visit from President Hu Jintao to Cambodian
Prime Minister Hun Sen and the signing of new agreements on trade and aid signed between the two
nations in 2012,81 Beijing successfully pressured Cambodia not to release the full communique from the
20th ASEAN Summit.82 Far from achieving its goal of downplaying concerns over the South China Sea and
preventing a regional consensus from forming against it, Beijing’s blatant interference merely
heightened concerns about Chinese behavior and spurred Indonesian action “to restore unity in ASEAN
ranks.” This resulted soon after in the issuing of “ASEAN’s Six-Point Principles on the South China Sea” –
exactly the kind of outcome China had hoped to avoid.83
More broadly, this has elevated concerns that Beijing’s long term strategy is to persuade neighboring
countries to accommodate Chinese interests through the sheer size of its military and economic heft.84
This theory puts the increasing asymmetric economic interdependence between China and its neighbors
in an unfortunately sinister light, particularly as Beijing has already demonstrated its willingness to wield
sticks as well as carrots, as demonstrated by its use of economic coercion against both Japan and the
Philippines.

Will Xi Manage a Breakthrough?
Xi and his colleagues are now closer than ever to achieving the “great rejuvenation of the Chinese
nation”85 and restoring China’s historical position of economic, political, and cultural centrality in Asia.86
Today China accounts for roughly half of overall economic activity in East Asia and has become the
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world’s largest merchandise trader. The country is expected to contribute the single largest share of any
country to global and regional growth in 2014, and it is forecast that more than $1 trillion of Chinese FDI
will flow abroad by 2020, much of it to China’s periphery.87
At the same time, there is a growing risk that China’s current trajectory could produce a destabilizing
backlash that undermines China’s own stated interest in maintaining a stable periphery.88 This results
from the confluence of several factors: China’s growing economic preponderance in East Asia and
concerns over the consequences of a Sino-centric regional economic order; Beijing’s more assertive
stance in the regional security environment (and increasing willingness to back up its interests through
economic coercion)89; and the clear gaps that exist between the self-serving vision of “mutual
development” championed by Beijing and the preferences of its neighbors.
There are clear signs that current Chinese leaders are aware of these challenges. Releases from
October’s work conference on peripheral diplomacy emphasized the importance of greater coherence in
China’s overall foreign policy toward its periphery, treating regional neighbors “as friends and partners,
to make them feel safe and help them develop,” and fostering a sense of “common destiny” between
China and its neighbors.90
Xi Jinping has also personally endorsed efforts to promote regional “connectivity,” a key ASEAN priority.
Shortly before assuming office in 2012, Xi declared at the China-ASEAN Expo in Nanning, the capital of
southern Guangxi province, that regional connectivity is “a measure of strategic importance that will
promote intra-regional economic integration and enhance regional competitiveness, thus contributing
to a sustained and steady growth of the regional economy.”91 In visits to all ten ASEAN nations in their
first year in office, Xi and Premier Li Keqiang have further touted the concept of a modern “silk road”92
linking key partners in South and Central Asia to the ASEAN region via China.93 And at a speech before
the Indonesian parliament in October 2013, Xi promised to establish an Asian infrastructure bank,
designed to provide funding for new infrastructure projects in the region.
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But it is unclear whether Xi will be able to achieve the goals laid out at the periphery work conference,
or even whether he can orchestrate a truly coherent strategy. China’s increasingly rambunctious
domestic political environment and the growing array of Chinese actors directly and indirectly involved
in foreign economic policy – from SOEs and provincial governments to myriad foreign aid bureaus – will
all likely prove complicating factors in implementation.
Furthermore, it is unclear whether even intensive and coordinated efforts at economic diplomacy can
produce sustainable positive results given China’s continued narrow emphasis on domestic
development and unwillingness to shoulder the burden of providing public goods. As discussed above,
there is a widespread perception in the region that China’s economic diplomacy is largely self-serving.
Moreover, as a prominent analyst has said, “China’s commitment to free trade remains selective and
narrow.”94 More broadly, until China rebalances its economy away from the current investment- and
export-led model toward consumption-led growth, China’s contribution to regional demand will be
below the level required to fulfill its stated commitment to “mutual development” and “win-win
cooperation.”
China’s growing economic strength, while something of a mixed blessing in terms of regional
perceptions, on balance clearly gives Beijing more policy leverage in Asia. Beijing under Xi Jinping seems
more likely to try to use this in the coming years to promote a more Sino-centric regional economic
architecture. In the near term, the only question is whether those ambitions could be constrained
either by a significant slowdown in Chinese growth, reducing the gravitational pull of China in regional
trade and investment, or by an overly assertive foreign policy by Beijing, particularly on territorial issues.

REGIONAL PERCEPTIONS AND RESPONSES

SOUTH KOREA
South Korea’s Strategic Dilemmas with China
There is a basic puzzle with regard to the Republic of Korea’s (ROK) views of China: Why do South
Koreans view China as the second most favorable country after the United States, but also view it as
posing a major threat to them, second only to North Korea? (See Figure 1 and 2) To outsiders, this
characterization might sound inherently contradictory. Yet, South Korea’s view of China is complex. Such
complexity is not limited to public attitudes and perceptions in South Korea but is also mirrored in the
South Korean government’s policies toward China. Although the Park Geun-hye administration pursues
strong economic cooperation with China and seeks to deepen the Sino-ROK strategic relationship, Seoul
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does so while at the same time hedging, if not balancing, against a rising China. Decoding South Korean
views on China is therefore essential for understanding the country’s future geostrategic trajectory,
which directly impacts the balance of power in the region and serves as an important benchmark for
Asia’s future direction.
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Figure 2: Threats to South Korea96
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The Park Geun-hye administration’s more proactive outreach to China has marked a departure from
previous South Korean administrations’ approach, with the two countries enjoying a honeymoon period
in their bilateral relationship. Despite the undeniable goodwill, however, President Park’s Washington
summit with U.S. President Barack Obama in May 2013 reassured Washington that Seoul’s foreign policy
center of gravity remains firmly rooted in its alliance with the United States. These seeming policy
vacillations do not represent fickleness or a contradiction in South Korea’s foreign policy strategy.
Instead, they reflect three fundamental dilemmas that are critical to understanding how Seoul thinks
about its China strategy.

1. China is a neighbor and an emerging great power.
The Korean peninsula shares a 1,416 km (880 mile) border with China and, as a great power, China
dwarfs South Korea in all the major indices that contribute to a nation’s comprehensive national power.
The sheer disparity between the two countries in terms of land mass and total population
understandably fuels Seoul’s sense of strategic anxiety. Although South Korea spends more on its
military as a percentage of its GDP, the total dollar amount falls well behind China’s military spending;
China’s defense budget was $112.2 billion in 2013 while South Korea’s defense budget was $31.8 billion.
Furthermore, China’s military has more men under arms than any other country in the world at close to
2.3 million (2012).

Land Area
Population
GDP (2013)
Real Growth Rate (2013)
Size of Military (2012) 97,98
Defense Budget (2013) 99
Government Type

Table 1: Country Comparison
People’s Republic of China
9,569,901 sq km
1,349,585,838
$8.939 trillion
7.6%
2,285,000 troops
$112.2 billion
Communist state

Republic of Korea
96,920 sq km
48,955,203
$1.198 trillion
2.8%
639,000 troops (in
peacetime)
$31.8 billion
Republic

Source: CIA World Factbook
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South Korea’s insecurity in its relations with China is exacerbated by the two countries’ incongruous
value systems. South Korea—one of the most successful democratic countries in the world—
undoubtedly feels uncertain about the implications of the rise of a mammoth communist state in its
neighborhood. Given the history of the Korean War, the South Korean public views China as the second
greatest threat to the country after North Korea. More importantly, even as South Korea engages deeply
with China on trade, economics, and culture, nearly 62 percent of the public holds a lack of trust toward
China (See Figure 3).
Figure 3: Trust/Confidence100
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2. South Korea’s economic dependence on China is accelerating.
Since the establishment of diplomatic ties between Seoul and Beijing in 1992, bilateral trade has
increased more than 35-fold.101 In 2004, China surpassed the United States to become South Korea’s
largest trade partner, and trade with China last year accounted for 26 percent of South Korea’s total
exports.102 The pull of Seoul’s heavy dependence on trade with China has forced it to seek expanded
economic ties with Beijing by negotiating several trade agreements. The two countries are currently
discussing a bilateral Free Trade Agreement (FTA), which concluded its tenth and latest round in March
2014. Negotiations for the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP), a China-led FTA
between ASEAN and its FTA partners—Australia, China, India, Japan, Korea, and New Zealand—also are
ongoing.
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Despite these closer trade relations, however, economic frictions between Seoul and Beijing are not
uncommon. Although neither country has submitted formal complaints to the World Trade
Organization, several trade disputes have marred bilateral trade relations. Thus, while South Koreans
understand that their economic future is tied to China, Figure 4 shows that there are still substantial
concerns about a possible economic threat from China, more so than from Japan or from the United
States.
Figure 4: Assessment on Threats from Surrounding Countries and Categories of those Threats103

Source: The Asan Institute for Policy Studies

3. China’s willingness to cooperate on reunification ultimately is limited by its ties with the North.
The general consensus that China’s cooperation is key to a resolution of the current situation with North
Korea has been a major driving force behind South Korea’s strategic engagement with China. As a
majority of the South Korean public chose the North Korea nuclear problem (37.2%) and inter-Korean
cooperation for reunification (20.6%) as the two most important issues for Sino-ROK relations,104 there is
a shared understanding that China’s role is critical in effectively dealing with North Korea’s growing
security challenges and for Korean reunification. A December 2013 poll by the ROK Ministry of Foreign
Affairs reveals, for example, that almost 50% of South Koreans believe China is the country whose
cooperation is the most critical for reunification.105
Despite South Korea’s efforts, its engagement strategy vis-à-vis China has not borne fruit given their
misaligned national interests and priorities on North Korea. The crux of this dilemma is that although
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both China and South Korea support the denuclearization of the Korean peninsula, China will never
abandon North Korea. Deep historic ties between China and North Korea continue to play a role in
current bilateral relations. Since the inception of North Korea, China has provided economic and
military assistance to its communist neighbor, as evidenced by the Chinese intervention in the Korean
War. Both countries forged a venerable “lips and teeth” relationship through their common struggles
that persist to this day, a unique bond reinforced through successive leadership changes.
Moreover, although China and North Korea hardly have affection for one another, they are locked in a
“mutual hostage” relationship. To China, if the Korean peninsula was to be reunited (presumably under
the governance of the ROK), the country would border not only a democracy but also a U.S. ally, thereby
losing its strategic buffer zone. Only by allying and supporting Pyongyang can China prevent that
outcome from happening. Thus, as North Korea’s largest trade partner China has continued to provide
oil, political and economic aid to support the regime. Trade data from 2007 to 2013, years filled with
North Korean nuclear and missile tests and other provocations, reveals that trade between North Korea
and China nearly tripled, reaching a record $6.54 billion in 2013. (See Table 3)

2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013

Table 3: China-DPRK Trade 2000-2013
China’s Exports
Growth
DPRK’s
to DPRK
Rate (%,
Exports to
(US$ in
y/y)
China
thousands)
(US$ in
thousands)
450,839
37.2
37,214
570,660
26.6
166,797
467,309
-18.1
270,863
627,995
34.4
395,546
794,525
26.5
582,193
1,084,723
36.5
496,511
1,231,886
13.6
467,718
1,392,453
13.0
581,521
2,033,233
46.0
754,046
1,209,636
-40.5
500,645
2,277,816
88.3
1,187,862
3,165,006
38.9
2,464,186
3,445,843
8.9
2,484,699
3,633,150
5.4
2,911,544

Growth
rate
(%, y/y)

Source: Korea International Trade Association (KITA)106
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-10.8
348.2
62.4
46.0
47.2
-14.7
-5.8
24.3
29.7
-33.6
137.3
107.4
0.8
17.2

In the end, China favors stability over all else in North Korea. It bristles at every instance of North Korean
bad behavior, for which Beijing is ultimately blamed by the international community, yet it will not take
any punitive actions that threaten the core of the regime.
For North Korea, the lifeline provided by China is paramount to its existence. Without China, the North
Korean economy would cease to function; China provides for approximately 70 percent of North Korea’s
total trade.107 North Korea’s mineral exports to China have been a major source of hard currency for its
impoverished economy. As the largest importer of North Korean mineral products, China has
participated in 20 North Korean mining projects and remains Pyongyang’s leading mining project
investor.108 North Korea’s anthracite coal is its major export item of which China is the sole recipient.109
North Korea’s anthracite exports to China increased 15.5 percent in 2013 compared to the previous
year, with shipments totaling $1.37 billion.110 Although North Koreans bristle at Chinese treatment of
them like a poor province, dictating the terms of all interactions, they have little choice given their
isolated and dependent state.
Pyongyang’s continued nuclear and missile tests in the face of Chinese opposition have been an
embarrassment to Chinese leadership, with frustration growing in Beijing. In response to a North Korean
nuclear test in February 2013, China summoned North Korea’s ambassador to communicate Beijing’s
strong dissatisfaction. The execution of Jang Sung-thaek, the uncle of North Korean leader Kim Jong-un,
in December 2013 further shocked Chinese government officials as Jang was China’s main interlocutor
and was regarded as a promoter of economic reform in North Korea. Thus far, Beijing has not “doubled
down” on its North Korean stakes by embracing the young leader Kim Jong-un who has yet to pay a visit
to China. But it is not clear how long China can tolerate losing its main contact inside of the regime, with
no evidence of a replacement.
North Korea and China’s historical ties combined with both countries’ strategic and security interests
create a partnership that cannot be easily broken. Despite the noticeable and growing strains in the
bilateral relationship, China continues to support and maintain its relations with North Korea because of
its strategic significance. However, cracks have slowly begun to emerge. These cracks in the relationship
provide an opportunity for South Korea to further engage with China and shape Beijing’s policies toward
Pyongyang.
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A Brief Honeymoon in Sino-ROK relations
President Park Geun-hye’s China strategy reflects many of the dynamics described above. Her transition
team made clear at the start of her administration that Seoul would make an all-out effort to deepen
the relationship with China. The drivers for this push were political in one sense – her predecessor was
widely perceived as having had a bad relationship with China. They were strategic in another sense that
South Korea will gain economic and strategic equities with a solid partnership with China. But lastly they
were also personal in the sense that President Park possesses a personal affinity for the country,
language, and culture.
Unlike her predecessors, who often went to Japan for their second trip abroad (after the United States)
President Park chose to go to Beijing. Accompanying her on her June 2013 trip to China was a record 71
business leaders in the ROK delegation, signifying the importance South Korea places on its economic
ties with China. The results of President Park’s summit with new Chinese President Xi Jinping were very
positive. The two leaders agreed to expand bilateral economic ties and deepen their strategic
cooperative partnership. They also issued a joint statement and agreed to work together with the aim
of resuming the Six Party Talks and confirming “that denuclearizing the Korean Peninsula and keeping
peace and stability there were in their common interests, and they agreed to make joint efforts to that
end.”111 Furthermore, both nations reiterated their commitment to UN Security Council Resolutions,
which called for sanctions against North Korea and for the regime to end its nuclear weapons
program.112 This joint statement marked a rare moment of solidarity between the two former Cold War
enemies.
The previous Lee Myung-bak administration had testy relations with China partly because of a perceived
inadequate Chinese response to North Korea’s sinking of the ROK corvette Cheonan and the shelling of
Yeonpyeong Island in 2010. Wishing to depart from President Lee’s hostile policy towards China,
President Park wanted to reinvigorate bilateral relations and establish a friendly and more trusting
relationship between Seoul and Beijing at the start of her administration. Her efforts were magnified
and helped by her personal background. President Park speaks Chinese and has a deep interest in
Chinese culture, as evidenced by her personal decision to visit the ancient city of Xian during her 2013
China trip. Additionally, she also has developed a personal relationship with President Xi Jinping which
provides a baseline relationship upon which to build on. President Park’s appeal expands further— the
Chinese public is tremendously interested in the daughter of a former South Korean president who
speaks their language. All of these factors contributed to China’s warm hospitality for President Park
during her trip. The Chinese media was extremely favorable of President Park and of the summit.
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President Xi called President Park an “old friend of China” during their meeting, a title China reserves
and bestows to a few, select foreigners.113
End of the Honeymoon
President Park is not the first South Korean leader to seek an improvement in relations with China. And
like past leaders, the initial euphoria of breaking new grounds with the Chinese inevitably becomes
dampened by some event or issue that demonstrates to the Koreans the limits of the relationship.
China’s declaration of an ADIZ in November 2013 had this effect on the Park government.
China’s new ADIZ overlapped with South Korea’s air defense identification zone (KADIZ). China’s ADIZ
covers a 20-by-115km sliver of KADIZ off the southern coast of Jeju Island, as well as a submerged rock
whose ownership has been widely disputed between China and Korea, referred to as Suyan Rock and
Ieodo by China and South Korea respectively.
South Korea initially responded to the ADIZ fiasco by using the pre-scheduled third China-ROK vice
defense ministerial-level strategic dialogue on November 28 to quietly request that China redraw its
ADIZ to remove the overlap with KADIZ. Beijing rejected Seoul’s proposal outright, which was a shock to
the Park government which had felt it had built enough equity in the relationship to make such a
request. It was a sobering experience for Seoul which invariably pushed South Korea back into alignment
with U.S. and Japanese protestations of Chinese actions.
In retrospect, both Seoul’s request and Beijing’s response constituted quiet but pivotal moments in ROK
strategy. By attempting to negotiate with China directly, rather than taking a united position with Japan
and the U.S., Seoul was essentially de-linking its problems with China from that of the U.S. This was not
consistent with Park’s overall views on the alliance and actually represented more of a “balancer”
strategy reminiscent of the Roh Moo-hyun government. Had China accepted Seoul’s request, this might
have led to a critical breakdown in U.S.-Japan-South Korea trilateral coordination (which was already
battered because of Japan-ROK historical disputes). China had an opportunity to peel South Korea off,
but for unknown reasons it chose not to take advantage of it.
The net effect was that China’s rejection was a wakeup call to South Korea, and infused the Park
government’s approach with a more sober enthusiasm than in its first year. Even though the
honeymoon is over, one should not retain a false sense of confidence that South Korea is permanently
disenchanted with China. The picture is decidedly mixed and will remain so in the future. For example,
the ADIZ had little impact on South Koreans’ general favorability of China (See Figure 1). Although a vast
majority of Koreans (87.1%) believe South Korea should not observe China’s new ADIZ, South Koreans’
favorability of China did not change significantly in December 2013.114 On the other hand, South
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Koreans’ anxieties about China’s rise are evident in the high public support (63.9%) for the necessity of
security cooperation with Japan despite strained relations between the two. (See Table 5 below)
Moreover, although South Korea eventually joined the U.S. and Japan to cooperate against China’s ADIZ,
they saw China’s ADIZ expansion in the context of growing U.S.-China competition and remained wary
about being dragged into their conflict.115

2013
September

2013
December
2014
February

Table 5: China’s Rise: Security Cooperation” with Japan116
Don't Know /
Note
Necessary
Unnecessary
Refused
44.9%
55.1
N/A
In September, the survey
question asked about the
“military alliance” with Japan.
Compared to the December and
February surveys, the
methodology was slightly
different and there was no
“Don’t Know /Refused” option.
The survey was taken in
63.9%
26.2%
9.9%
December 29-31.
The survey was taken in February
61.7%
28.6%
9.7%
23-25.
Source: The Asan Institute for Policy Studies

Challenges and Opportunities for the China-ROK Relationship
There is no country in Asia who has a more complex and nuanced relationship with China than South
Korea. The complexity derives from the converging economic, geographic, and unification dilemmas it
experiences and the deep entrapment fear it has regarding growing U.S.-China competition. There are
several signposts that will indicate the direction of South Korea’s strategy:
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South Korea’s ongoing bilateral security dialogues with China. The growth and regularization of
these exchanges are an important indicator of growing closeness in relations.



China’s invitation for a Kim Jong-un visit. Should Xi invite Kim for a summit, this will be an
important indicator of how China is assessing the best way to achieve stability in the aftermath
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of Jang Sung-thaek’s execution. It will also represent a failure of Seoul’s attempts to draw Beijing
more to its side.


South Korean interest in Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP). Seoul’s continued interest in TPP will
be an important indication of its alignment with an open, high-quality regional free trade order
along U.S. lines, rather than China’s RCEP concept. It is entirely plausible, however, that the
ROK will triangulate (i.e., go for both RCEP and TPP).



South Korea-China FTA. Though the negotiations are now much more difficult as the two parties
enter the second phase of market-opening talks, this will be an important indicator of ROKChina relations. Achievement of such an FTA does not necessarily hurt U.S. equities, however, as
it may increase Chinese interests in its relations with South Korea (vis a vis North Korea).



Pandemic cooperation. South Korea and China are both experiencing outbreaks of a new strain
of avian flu (H5N8). This might provide incentives for new types of cooperation between the two
governments that could build confidence and enhance trust.



Japan historical issues. Further historical spats could drive Seoul closer to Beijing. Seoul has
resisted the temptation thus far to side with China in the form of joint statements against Japan
historical issues.

SOUTHEAST ASIA
Southeast Asian Perceptions of China’s Foreign Policy
Southeast Asian nations have watched closely as Xi Jinping has consolidated his leadership in Beijing.
They are looking for answers to questions they consider to be existential, namely, “What is the new
China?” and, “What does China want to be?” China’s geopolitical heft and proximity put these questions
atop every country’s list of exogenous national security issues, and economic opportunities and threats.
While all 10 members of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) are asking the same
questions, none believe they have the answers.
Divining China’s intentions is a foreign policy priority in ASEAN. Related to this is a preoccupation with
understanding the intentions and capabilities of the United States, along with other geostrategically
relevant countries such as Australia, India, Japan, South Korea, and, to some extent, the members of the
European Union. The United States is the most important of these. ASEAN seeks, above all else, a
balance of power in the Indo-Pacific region.117 This is why ASEAN’s members spend equal time and
117
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energy trying to understand China’s intentions and the United States’ commitment and capability to
remain a leader in the region.
While common themes dominate ASEAN members’ perceptions of China’s evolving foreign policy,
specific countries’ perspectives vary based on a number of factors, including geography, economic
relations, socio-cultural ties (including linkages to indigenous Chinese populations), history, and
maritime and territorial disputes. In general, ASEAN’s members currently share the following
perceptions of China’s evolving foreign policy under President Xi:


Xi is in charge. It seems that Xi Jinping has been able to consolidate power more quickly and
effectively than any Chinese leader since Deng Xiaoping. Xi’s ability to create a new high-level
national security structure and lead reform of the military and economy point to a uniquely
strong Chinese leader. ASEAN believes a decisive and powerful leader in Beijing will answer one
important question that was hard to judge under his predecessors; are provocations by Chinese
maritime authorities and military assets in the South China Sea the result of autonomous
decisions by commanders and local officials, direct instructions from Beijing, or some
combination of the two?



Xi is a nationalist. Given Xi’s consolidation of power, understanding the man’s intentions is
being equated with understanding what China wants. ASEAN believes Xi is a strong nationalist
who will put China’s interests, including its priorities regarding sovereignty, above all other
considerations. While early statements from Xi’s government indicated a policy of good
neighborliness toward ASEAN,118 actions speak louder than words. And those actions have
demonstrated that China intends to aggressively push its advantage in the South China Sea and
other areas.119



Xi presents an opportunity. An optimistic and hopeful thread running through ASEAN foreign
policy is the view that once Xi consolidates power, he might use that clout to reform and
strengthen China’s economy, enhance his personal control over the Chinese military, , and shift
China’s foreign policy toward a focus on working with its neighbors rather than challenging or
controlling them. This view has been repeatedly undercut by recent Chinese actions, including
aggressive measures against Vietnamese and Filipino fishermen in the South China Sea, and
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attempts to induce Manila to forego submitting a memorial against China’s South China Sea
claims to a UN arbitration tribunal, which it did in late March.


Xi is a threat. A more realistic and pervasive concern among ASEAN countries is that despite
warm Chinese rhetoric, its actions speak louder than its words. ASEAN leaders fear that a
focused Xi wielding real power could mean a much more assertive Chinese foreign policy,
especially if Beijing perceives weakness and relative inattention in Washington. This is the worst
case scenario for ASEAN, as it would destabilize the region and force ASEAN to reach out even
more emphatically to the United States, Japan, Australia, and others, including India, to counter
Chinese aggression.

In addition to perceived changes in policy under Xi, the ASEAN states share certain perspectives on
Chinese foreign policy and its approach to the Asia Pacific more broadly. These include:


China perceives weakness in Washington. ASEAN countries believe Chinese behavior is
dependent to some degree on what Beijing believes Washington can and will do, meaning its
commitment to the rebalance toward Asia and its capacity to follow through. They worry that
China sees weakness and inconsistency when it looks at Washington’s foreign policy in general
and commitment to Asia in particular. ASEAN believes China sees a United States in a cycle
moving toward isolation, a well-established historical pattern following engagement in costly
foreign wars (in this case, Afghanistan and Iraq). U.S. decision making on Syria and Ukraine are
seen as symptomatic of this phenomenon. China also perceive the United States as backing off
its support for the Philippines, a treaty ally, by not retaliating when Beijing broke a 2012
agreement with Manila to leave the disputed Scarborough Shoal.120
China sees a United States divided by partisan ideology and not driving toward national
interests, which resulted in President Barack Obama having to cancel his planned Asia trip and
participation in the East Asia Summit (EAS) and Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation leaders
meeting in October 2013. Beijing also questions the sustainability of the U.S. economic recovery
and its ability to fund a modern defense force posture that aims to place 60 percent of U.S.
military assets in Pacific Command’s area of responsibility. ASEAN does not see President
Obama or congressional leaders building a political foundation for U.S. engagement in Asia, and
this is causing them to pursue hedging strategies, reserving the opportunity to accommodate
China if the United States fails to focus comprehensively.
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Economics is security in Asia. ASEAN countries believe economic engagement is the core of a
sustainable security strategy in Asia. Economic might drives a nation’s geostrategic mandate.
Many ASEAN countries are concerned that China will use its growing economic power to drive
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its sovereignty agenda, which explicitly includes victory in its disputes with Brunei, Malaysia, the
Philippines, and Vietnam in the South China Sea. China has become either the largest or second
largest trading partner of almost every ASEAN country over the past decade.121 While China is
not a large investor in ASEAN yet, capital flows from Chinese entities to Southeast Asia are on
the rise.122
ASEAN worries that U.S. trade and economic policy is ideological and inconsistent with its
geostrategic objectives. For instance, instead of engaging ASEAN and other important Asian
markets, either individually or through attempting to join the ASEAN-centered Regional
Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP)—the preferred economic engagement vehicle of
most of the EAS123—the United States has focused on the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP), which
involves only 4 of 10 ASEAN countries and for which only 7 of 10 are eligible.124


China benefits from a weak ASEAN. Southeast Asian nations believe that China does not want
to see a strong and integrated ASEAN as envisioned in the group’s charter.125 China has
repeatedly acted to divide ASEAN in its quest to press its case in the South China Sea disputes.
This was on display most prominently at the 2012 ASEAN Ministerial Meeting in Phnom Penh,
when the group for the first time failed to issue a joint communique due to Chinese pressure on
Cambodia as the host to keep mention of the South China Sea out of the document despite the
wishes of the other ASEAN members.126



China tolerates regional architecture but seeks bilateral leverage. Members of the grouping
hope to use ASEAN-centric regional architecture such as the EAS to socialize China into norms of
regional discussion, rulemaking, and legal compliance. ASEAN understands this model of
structural accommodation because four of the original members—Malaysia, the Philippines,
Singapore, and Thailand—successfully used it to bring the fifth—a large and hard to understand
Indonesia—into the regional fold when they founded ASEAN in 1967.127 However, ASEAN
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recognizes that China prefers to use its size to dominate its regional relationships by focusing on
bilateral ties or on regional structures which China can dominate.
Two examples of this phenomenon are China’s strong desire to resolve the South China Sea
maritime and territorial disputes bilaterally while dragging out negotiations to establish a legally
binding code of conduct, and China’s preference for the ASEAN+3 process, which includes the
grouping’s 10 members and China, Japan, and South Korea, to drive economic integration in
Asia. ASEAN’s economic and financial leaders report that China dominates and drives the
ASEAN+3 meetings. This is one reason most ASEAN countries have worked hard to bring the
United States and others into the EAS and embraced the RCEP as an alternative to the Sinocentric ASEAN+3.

THINGS TO WATCH
With more than three-quarters of his presumed decade in power still in front of Xi, and his seeming
appreciation for the political utility of wielding the strategic use of unpredictability, it would be foolish—
perhaps even impossible—to try to predict with any reliability Xi’s exact future course. Instead, it is
important to identify particular elements of his political toolkit, and, where applicable, specific policies
or plans, that bear watching as likely indicators of where he might be heading. Two areas come to mind
as central to his approach thus far and will merit close scrutiny going forward.
Structural Solutions
Perhaps the strongest theme coming out of the Third Plenum, and possibly the entirety of Xi’s time in
office so far, is that he favors using structural solutions to get around the problem of bureaucratic
entitlement and parochialism. Declaring himself the chair of at least nine new leading groups
underscores Xi’s reliance on this tactic while also demonstrating that he has the confidence and the
clout to force their creation. Although the success of the new supra-reform leading group will be
essential to the maintenance of China’s economic—and therefore global—rise, the onward trajectory of
the new National Security Commission (NSC) may have the most bearing on whether China can
successfully, and preferably peacefully, execute its emerging great power strategy.
In Xi Jinping’s “explanation” to the Central Committee concerning the establishment of the NSC, he
stressed that “The main responsibilities of the National Security Commission will include construction of
the rule of law system concerning state security, research, resolving major issues of national security,
setting principles and policies, as well as stipulating and implementing strategies.”128 In other words,
whereas official descriptions of the raison d’être for the supra-reform leading group place a heavy
emphasis on its policy coordinating function, similar treatments of the NSC’s basic purpose stress policy
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formulation and execution. This helps explain why the rollout of the NSC seems to be more halting than
that of the reform leading group. For example, while the membership list of the reform group has not
been formally published publicly beyond the positions of its chair and vice chairs, Chinese official
television was allowed to broadcast footage of the group’s first meeting which detailed the group’s
composition.129 By contrast, the evening news broadcast showed no footage at all when covering the
first meeting of the NSC in mid-April, relying instead on the typical blasé graphics filled with characters
describing the meeting’s content.130
This suggests that the NSC probably is more controversial within the system than the supra-reform
body. This should come as no surprise. The idea of creating some sort of U.S.-style NSC has been raised
periodically within the Chinese system for nearly twenty years. Among the many reasons for why it was
never established previously, a primary deterrent was a deeply-held view among the members of
previous PBSCs that that body effectively served as the NSC, making standing one up unnecessary. Xi
clearly has cast such concerns aside, but this does not mean that he has completely broken the spirit of
its opponents. In fact, some of the most powerful elements in the regime—the party machinery, the
military, and the intelligence and security services—will lose at least some policy autonomy under this
new framework. Consequently, whether the NSC can effectively execute its mandate will go a long way
toward determining if the leadership’s interest in bringing the regime’s sprawling military and security
organs more firmly under the top leadership’s policy control.
A second proposed structural change with substantial implications for China’s behavior as an emerging
great power is the sweeping defense reforms tabled at the Plenum. Like the proposal to set up an NSC,
the prospect of a substantial retooling of the PLA’s command structure has been periodically raised
since the last major restructuring in 1985. In those earlier instances, however, it was always easy for the
vested interests in the PLA opposed to the reforms to dismiss such proposals as “groundless” and
“rumors.” This time, however, Xi Jinping has made it almost impossible for his commanders to revisit
those tactics. This is because the new proposal was announced publicly, and in a very authoritative
manner—through the “Decision” of a Central Committee plenum.131
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Of particular interest is the Decision’s very specific description of the exact structural reforms to be
pursued. It calls for the creation of a “sound Central Military Commission joint operations command
structure and theater joint operations command system,” as well as the advancement of “reform of the
joint operations training and support system.”132 After nearly two decades of rapid military
modernization, there is no doubt that the PLA has developed an impressive array of tools on the
hardware side of the ledger. But, by the account of its own senior commanders and military scholars,
the PLA retains substantial shortcomings when it comes to questions of “software,” and particularly its
inability to translate weapons modernization into combat power for conducting truly integrated joint
operations. Against this backdrop, should the reforms proposed at the Plenum be successfully
implemented, the PLA will emerge as a much more capable, lethal, and externally-focused military.
Relying on a Sense of Urgency
The second key theme running through Xi’s tenure thus far is his seeming preoccupation with
maintaining a sense of urgency or crisis to help justify both his nearly-unrivaled accretion of political
power and the scope and boldness of the reforms he is pursuing. Xi knows that the reforms are difficult,
and that there will be winners and losers in the process. With that in mind, Xi has to paint some of the
Party’s difficult choices in the most existential terms possible in order to maintain progress. At least
three areas come quickly to mind when thinking about Xi’s frequent use of this particular instrument
from his toolkit.
The first relates to Xi’s heavy emphasis on maritime matters. Hu Jintao put the issue squarely on the
table in his farewell keynote address at the fall 2012 18th Party Congress.133 He noted that “we should
enhance our capacity for exploiting marine resources, resolutely safeguard China’s maritime rights and
interests, and build China into a maritime power.” Xi’s contribution has been to move from this more
matter-of-fact description to a threat-oriented message that paints the maritime challenges China is
facing in stark and uniquely strategic terms. At a “study session” of the full Politburo last July on
maritime issues, Xi told his colleagues that the maritime domain has a very important role to play in a
country’s development in the 21st Century, especially when it comes to safeguarding the nation’s “state
sovereignty, national security, and development interests.” Making the point still sharper, Xi
underscored that “the oceans and seas have an increasingly important strategic calculus concerning
global competition in the spheres of politics, economic development, military, and technology.”134 With
such comments as the backdrop, it should have come as no surprise that Beijing announced its ADIZ as a
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means for helping China safeguard its maritime ambitions, including its interest in regularly operating
out to and beyond the first island chain.
Another manifestation of Xi’s penchant for maintaining a steady base level of tension is the subtle
suggestion under his leadership that the period of strategic opportunity, while still in effect, is under
unprecedented stress. For example, Xi justified the establishment of the NSC to the Central Committee
by stating that “the variety of predictable and unpredictable risks” in the world has been increasing
markedly, and that a “powerful platform” was a necessity for helping manage those risks.135 Painted in
this light, Xi’s frequent admonitions to the PLA to be prepared to “fight and win wars” take on added
significance.136 Along with Plenum’s defense reforms aimed at improving the PLA’s combat
effectiveness, it leaves an impression that the leadership is signaling that it judges the risk of conflict in
the region to be on the rise. Xi’s establishment of the ADIZ can therefore be seen as contributing to the
seeming sense of foreboding that Xi is seeking to foster in shaping the regime’s response to this threat
assessment.
Finally, Xi seems to be at least subtly peddling the notion that the source of the unprecedented stress on
the period of strategic opportunity is the U.S. rebalance to Asia. This line of reasoning helps explain the
logic behind the many recent admonitions to the United States from a wide range of senior Chinese
officialdom that Washington should do a better job of constraining its allies who have been unduly
stirred up by the rebalance policy. It also suggests that Xi has tacitly sanctioned stepped up criticism of
the rebalance. As just one example, Defense Minister Chang during his visit to the Pentagon last August
voiced concerns over the U.S. rebalance, saying he hoped the "strategy can bring peace to the Pacific
region instead of seeking to weaken China."137
This then leads us back to several questions that are vital to understanding how to come to grips with
China’s emerging great power strategy. A key line of inquiry is to examine what the implications are of
dealing with a leader who seems to have concluded that maintaining a modest level of tension, both
domestically and externally, is essential to achieving his policy goals. A proper appreciation of that
dynamic has important consequences for how the United States chooses to comport itself in the region,
but also for how it manages its critical alliance relationships and partnerships in the region going
forward.
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LESSONS FOR THE U.S.-JAPAN ALLIANCE
This assessment of Chinese strategic behavior, incorporating both domestic drivers and regional
responses, suggests a series of principles that should guide U.S.-Japan alliance planning. In their April 25
summit in Tokyo, President Obama and Prime Minister Abe addressed the need for greater bilateral
cooperation on regional issues.138 Both leaders should incorporate the following principles as they build
on that commitment:
1. The United States and Japan should continue sharing regional assessments. It will be important
that Tokyo and Washington examine developments in Southeast Asia and the Korean peninsula
in ways that consider the domestic drivers and considerations for those partners rather than
examining statecraft through the narrow lens of China itself. This paper focused on China’s
relations with key players within the Asia-Pacific region, but noted that the China policy of these
players begins with domestic considerations and not the strategic problem of China itself. This
context is critical for understanding the relative failures and successes and the threats and
opportunities inherent in China’s Asia policy. U.S. and Japanese assessments will also be
enhanced by increased trilateral dialogue including Australia, India, and other nations that may
have a different view of Chinese power than the United States and Japan.
2. The United States and Japan cannot predict that China will be either a fully cooperative
stakeholder in the international system or, conversely, a strategic rival in the years ahead. As
allies, we must therefore develop a strategy that combines deterrence, dissuasion and
reassurance. Both the United States and Japan have to be conscious of the fact that no
neighbor in Asia wants to have to choose between the United States and China, even as they
seek reassurance. The U.S.-Japan alliance, through mechanisms such as the Two-plus-Two and
the Defense Guidelines, is well positioned to take steps to enhance deterrence and dissuasion
vis-à-vis China, but less so reassurance. This is an area where greater coordination is critical.
This is not to say that the alliance will necessarily have to incorporate China into dialogue in a
way comparable to the NATO Partnership for Peace (nor would Beijing necessarily welcome
such a proposal), but Tokyo and Washington should spend ample time considering confidencebuilding measures, declaratory policy, and engagement opportunities that would reinforce the
stake that both allies have in China’s successful economic development and political evolution.
The United States and Japan should reinforce each other’s efforts to encourage China to
participate in mutual confidence-building and transparency measures.
3. The United States and Japan should coordinate with like-minded states to ensure that
multilateral forums such as the ASEAN Regional Forum and the East Asia Summits reinforce the
regional commitment to a rules-based international system where coercive tools are not
accepted. In the past, U.S. and Japanese support for smaller states willing to advance this
principle has been important, and increasingly states such as Indonesia and Malaysia that have
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hitherto been reluctant to state positions publicly on these principles have been more
forthcoming.
4. The United States and Japan should continue helping states develop the self-capacity to manage
disasters and maritime domain awareness so that they are not vulnerable to great power
pressure. Coordinated efforts will be important as well. For example, the new U.S.-Philippines
Enhanced Defense Cooperation Agreement (EDCA) could be extended for joint training with the
Japan Self Defense Forces, while Japan’s relaxation of the Three Arms Export Principles and
subsequent provision of patrol craft to the Philippines could provide opportunities for joint
training with U.S. and Japanese naval and coast guard units.
5. The United States and Japan should align development assistance strategies for South and
Southeast Asia more closely. Strategic aid dialogue can help to reinforce shared priorities.
On the whole, the report concludes that China’s political and economic influence will rise in Asia. In
many respects that represents a return to earlier eras of Asian international economy. At the same
time, there have been enormous changes in the fabric of Asian international relations. In contrast to
the tributary states of the past, the vast majority of modern nation states in Asia are committed to the
rules and norms of the 21st Century and are determined not to have their national interests undermined
through coercion by larger powers. This presents a highly favorable regional environment for U.S. and
Japanese interests and an important influence on China’s own choices…as long as U.S. alliances, most
importantly with Japan, are secure.

